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TAMESIDE HOSPITAL NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF MEMBERS
HELD ON 14 AUGUST, 2008

Present Position
Mr T Presswood Chair
Mrs M McGee Public Member – Ashton under Lyne
Mr P Roberts Public Member – Ashton under Lyne
Dr M Matin Public Member – Stalybridge
Mrs E Shorrock Public Member – Dukinfield
Mrs G Francis Public Member – Glossop
Mr B Nichols Public Member – Hyde
Mr T Askew Public Member – Denton
Mrs J Smallwood Public Member – England & Wales
Cllr J Taylor Partnership Member – Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council
Mr S Eyres Partnership Member – Third Sector Coalition
Mr M Holden Partnership Member – Consort Healthcare
Dr R Patel Partnership Member – Tameside & Glossop Primary Care Trust

In attendance
Mrs C Green Chief Executive
Mr P Dylak Director of Nursing and Executive Lead for Membership

Mr Presswood opened the meeting by formally welcoming the following members to
their first Council of Members meeting:-

Mr S Eyres (Third Sector Coalition)
Dr R Patel (Tameside & Glossop Primary Care Trust)
Mr P Roberts (Ashton)
Mrs E Shorrock (Dukinfield)

Mr Presswood also informed Council about a number of changes to the Council
since the previous meeting, as follows:-

 John Clarke (Security Officer) had been elected unopposed to the vacant seat for
Facilities (Staff).

 Paul Roberts had been elected as member for Ashton (public).
 Joyce Capper (Audenshaw) has resigned her seat
 Barbara Heywood (Hyde) has resigned her seat

The processes for replacing the resigning members have been set in train. Mr
Presswood said he would be writing to both former Members to thank them for their
support, particularly in the period leading up to authorisation.

68/01 Apologies for Absence

Apologies were received from Mrs B Whiteley, Mrs W Crowther, Mrs S Knighton



69/01 Minutes of the previous meeting held on 15th May 2008

The minutes were approved, subject to noting that Director of Planning and
Performance Stephen Gardner had been in attendance at the meeting for item
6, the Trust’s Annual Plan 2008/09.

Mrs Francis asked about an entry in the Trust’s annual report, which referred to the
Senior Independent Director. She wished to know why the process for identifying
the director, and the policy for engagement with the Board of Directors were not on
the agenda, as the annual report had suggested they would. Mr Presswood replied
that the former matter was the concern of the Board and the annual report should not
have stated that it would be discussed at Council. He advised that discussions had
already taken place at Board level.

70/08 Matters Arising

3a Council of Members Committees

Council noted and endorsed Mr Presswood’s self-explanatory report, following a
short explanation by Mr Dylak of the minor change to the Terms of Reference of the
Membership Committee.

3b Development Programme

Mrs Green introduced her report and said that Members could expect to hear about
the programme in the next 2 -3 weeks, whilst the programme itself would commence
in October. She stressed that all sessions would run strictly to time to facilitate
selective attendance by Members. She also stressed that all members would be
able to attend any session, so it was not vital that they had expressed a preference
as yet. Mr Roberts suggested that some of the sessions could take place before the
next Council of Members meeting, if the timetable would allow this.

The report was noted and endorsed.

3c Terms of Office

Mr Presswood introduced his report. He stressed that this was a one off exercise to
introduce staggered terms of office and would never need to be repeated again.

The terms of office for each member was noted and endorsed.

71/08 Chair’s Report

Mr Presswood spoke to all items in his report, ie:-

 HCAI Update
 Monitor Governance Declaration – Quarter 1 2008/09
 Annual Members Meeting
 Mental Health Liaison Team – Dignity in Care
 Health Investment in Tameside (HIT) Update
 NHS 60 Celebrations
 Dignity in Care SHA Independent Review Final Report



A number of queries were raised. Mrs Green confirmed that a second consultant
microbiologist had taken up post about one year ago, that he was a doctor with a
specialist interest in infection control, and that he was key to the Trust’s infection
control programme. Mrs Shorrock asked if Mrs Green could foresee a future where
there would be no MRSA or C Diff. Mrs Green said that this was unlikely to occur,
because MRSA is a very common bug, and is abundant in the population. With
regard to C Diff, cases will still occur, because clinical staff may have to balance the
advantages of providing an antibiotic with the potential side effects of a C Diff
infection. Mrs Smallwood asked how the Trust compared to other Trusts in terms of
action taken. Mrs Green said that external inspections had failed to find fault with
the Trust’s infection control practices. Although C Diff is challenging, and MRSA
problematic for the Trust, the hospital does not have significant infection control
problems. Cllr Taylor asked if all cases counted, including people who come in with
an established infection. Mrs Green advised that for MRSA that is the case, but for
C Diff it is not. She observed that the same rule applies to all hospitals, however.
Mr Eyres noted that on occasions, visitors do not behave appropriately. Mrs Green
said that all staff were alert to such possibilities, and will challenge anyone sitting on
a bed, not using hand hygiene products and so on. She also applauded the staff for
taking on the bare below the elbows policy which requires them to wear short
sleeved attire in the clinical area.

Mr Presswood went on to describe the rather complex annual general
meeting/annual members’ meeting arrangements which will apply this year, but not
in subsequent years. He said that he would be approaching Mr Ryder, as a member
of the Membership Committee, to deliver the Members’ report, which the
Membership office would prepare for him. Mr Presswood assured Council that the
Annual Members’ Meeting would be an opportunity to “bang the drum” as the local
hospital of choice, a task which would be made easier in light of the Trust’s recent
record of improvement and achievement.

In response to comments from a number of Members, Mr Presswood undertook to
try harder ensure that all reports presented to Council were jargon free, and
explained any abbreviations used.

Mrs Green was invited to enlarge on Mr Presswood’s report regarding the Mental
Health Liaison team. She said that it was a very important development, because
meeting the needs of older people with mental health needs in an acute setting is the
final dignity in care challenge for the Trust. Mr Presswood said the team would be
the final piece in a very comprehensive jigsaw.

Council welcomed the publication of the final Dignity in Care report. Mrs Shorrock
noted that Dignity in Care applies to all patients, not only older people. Mrs Green
said that all staff, in all areas had been required to become part of the Trust’s Dignity
in Care campaign, not just clinical staff. Mrs Francis asked about staffing levels.
Mrs Green said that they were reviewed annually as part of a planned cycle, and
compared to national benchmarks. In addition, work to reduce sickness levels was
paying dividends, and it was noted that the Review team had visited in the most
difficult month of the year. Mr Presswood remarked that the report was never going
to be effusive, and that this was as positive a report as the Trust could have hoped to
receive. Mr Askew expressed disappointment that the press and THAG had picked
up on the very minor recommendations and made them look like major problems.



Mrs Green agreed and said that in spite of this the issue of the report had excited
very little press or public interest. Mrs Green told Council that the Trust’s Dignity in
Care work had been recognised by being shortlisted for two prestigious national
awards. She would apprise Council of the outcome in due course.

The Chair went on to say that the Trust had recently achieved an almost unique
double by securing CNST level 3 accreditation for both general and maternity
services. Mrs Shorrock commented that it was regrettable that THAG chose not to
accept the external evidence of positive change at the hospital.

In response to further questions, Mr Presswood confirmed that the HIT (Health
Investment in Tameside) project was slightly ahead of schedule. Mr Holden
confirmed this and said that the site has an excellent safety record.

Finally, Mr Presswood commented on the very successful NHS 60 event.

Council discussed and noted the report with interest.

72/08 Annual Report and Annual Accounts

Mr Presswood introduced Karen Brown, who had recently taken up her post at
Director of Finance for the Trust. He said that she was in attendance for this
meeting should any technical questions arise concerning the annual accounts. Mrs
Green explained that due to the Trust achieving FT status in February 2008, there
has to be a separate set of accounts and a separate annual report covering the first
10 months of the financial year, when Tameside Hospital was an NHS Trust, and for
the last two months of the financial year, covering the period when Tameside
Hospital became a Foundation Trust. As Mr Presswood has stated in his report,
there would therefore also be an Annual General Meeting and an Annual Members’
Meeting in September this year. However, this set of circumstances would not recur.
Mrs Green went on to explain that it was important that Council discussed the annual
report document, which contains the annual accounts, prior to the Annual Members’
Meeting, to enable formal adoption at that meeting. Mrs Green said that the Trust’s
auditors would also be attending the Members’ Meeting so that Council could have
appropriate assurances regarding the accounts. Mrs Shorrock commented that the
report was well presented, easy to read and very professionally produced. Dr Patel
complimented the detail contained in the report and the way it had captured the
transition from NHS Trust to NHS Foundation Trust. He was very pleased to note
the achievement of Investors in People, which he said reflects good satisfaction
levels amongst staff, and which, he felt, was an important part of the Trust’s success.
Mrs Green agreed, and said that the annual national survey of NHS staff also
showed this. She noted that well motivated staff are responsible for the Trust’s
achievements, and these achievements, in turn, are very motivating for staff. There
were no further comments. Mr Presswood asked whether one of the Members of
Council would be willing to propose that the Annual Report and Accounts are
adopted at the Annual Member’s Meeting. Several members indicated that they
would be willing to do so.

73/08 Finance Report

Mrs Green highlighted the main elements of the report and said that the financial
position was in line with the expected position at this time. Under the Foundation
Trust financial regime, it is possible to reflect the financial plan over the year, and for



a deficit to be reported without adverse concern, since the deficit forms part of the
plan. She went on the explain that one of the main reasons Trusts move from deficit
to surplus during the year is because every Trust has to implement a “Cost
Improvement Programme”, which involves identifying schemes which will release
funds for use elsewhere. Clearly, these schemes cannot normally all start from 1
April, even though the schemes have to generate their savings from that date, and
this time lag gives rise to the deficit. This is gradually corrected during the year. The
main issues Mrs Green identified were an increase in activity (the number of patients
treated), which is not a problem for the Trust, since it is accompanied by an increase
in income. Mr Nicholls asked what was meant by the term “spell”. Mrs Green said
that put simply it means a patient stay in hospital, although it has a more complex
NHS definition to ensure each organisation counts “spells” in the same way.

The report was noted and endorsed by Council.

74/08 Performance Report

Mrs Green introduced the report, stressing that although the Trust was performing
well against most targets, there were some areas where this was not the case. She
began by reiterating the difficulty of meeting the MRSA target, which, at 12 per year,
is one of the lowest in the country. Although the Trust is showing “red” for MRSA,
Monitor have not commenced any intervention because the Trust is recognised
externally as one which is very proactive in relation to infection control. She
explained that following recent clarification about which cases are to be reported
against the target, the Trust’s position on CDiff should improve markedly and will be
reported as green in the future. Mrs Green said that the other issue to discuss is the
target relating to the 18 weeks referral to treatment pathway. She explained that the
Trust was on course to meet the 18 week target by the December deadline, but that
the performance figures may show an apparent dip during August. This is because
the Trust was trying to deal with the backlog of cases during this month, and would
thus see a higher proportion of patients waiting over 18 weeks during this time. Mr
Roberts expressed concern that this meant that in the interim, some patients were
having an inferior experience. Mrs Green assured Council that for these patients, it
was a matter of days or possibly weeks in some case, affecting a very small number
of patients. However, she and the Board accept that it is a problem and are seeking
to resolve it as soon as possible.

The report was discussed and noted by Council.

75/08 Council Committees and Reporting Committees

Mr Presswood introduced the report and reiterated the distinction between Council
Committees, which are part of the formal Council of Members structure, and
Reporting Committees which report their proceedings to the Council of Members.
He said that now that the committees are fully populated, Council could expect
reports from the committees at future meetings. Mr Dylak had prepared papers for
the committees in which he was involved, the contents of which were noted. Dr
Patel asked that the minutes clarify who the chair is in every case, and this was
agreed.

The report was approved by Council.



76/08 Any Other Business

a. Influencing the Board

Mrs Francis asked if Council could discuss the relationship with the Trust Board.
Mr Presswood said that he recognised the importance of this for a number of
reasons, and that this was on the developmental agenda for Council. He reiterated
that a number of relatively informal opportunities for Board and Council members to
meet were to be organised. He recognised that there was more work to do in this
area. Mrs Francis asked how the views of Council are conveyed to the Board. Mr
Presswood said he was the main means by which this occurred, and he said that as
Council develops, a range of other means will be used. He added that Council also
had had the opportunity to discuss the proposed annual plan and report and to
influence its content prior to Board sign off. He expected that these opportunities,
and others like them, would be built on in the future to enhance the relationship. Mr
Presswood confirmed that the facility existed for emergency meetings of the Council,
but he hoped that such contingencies would never have to be used.

b. Part Time Secondment of the Chief Executive

Mrs Francis expressed concern about the content of a local website, which had
portrayed Mrs Green’s temporary tenure with Scarborough and North East Yorkshire
NHS Trust in a very negative light. Mr Presswood explained that the decision to
release Mrs Green to the Trust on a temporary, part time basis had not been an easy
one, and had certainly not been an instant decision. He said that the Trust had had
to weigh up the benefits of lending Mrs Green to another Trust, in terms of the profile
of this Trust, against the possible drawbacks. He stated that it was a testament to
the Trust’s achievements that very senior leaders in the NHS believed Mrs Green
could lead both hospitals. Both he and Mrs Green firmly believe in the National
Health Service, and as this Trust had received assistance from a number of quarters
when responding to the Dignity in Care issues, it seemed a matter of natural justice
that we should assist others when they experience difficulty. Mr Presswood said that
another key consideration was this Trust’s high performing executive team. He had
every confidence in their ability to manage the Trust during Mrs. Green’s absences,
which would usually be two days a week.

77/08 Date and time of next meeting

The next meeting will take place on Thursday 13th November 2008 at 6.30pm in
Werneth House, Tameside Hospital.



TAMESIDE HOSPITAL NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF MEMBERS
HELD ON THURSDAY 13TH NOVEMBER 2008

Present Position
Mr T Presswood Chair
Dr M Matin Public Member - Stalybridge
Mrs E Shorrock Public Member - Dukinfield
Mr J Lea Public Member – Young Persons
Mrs B Whiteley Public Member - Glossop
Mr R Ryder Public Member - Mossley
Mr T Askew Public Member - Denton
Mr J Hallsworth Public Member - Audenshaw
Mr J Hague Public Member - Longdendale
Mrs A Dobson Staff Member
Mr M Taylor Staff Member
Mr M Holden Partnership Member – Consort Healthcare

In attendance
Mrs C Green Chief Executive
Mr P Dylak Director of Nursing and Executive Lead for Membership

78/08 Apologies for absence

Apologies were received from Gwyneth Francis, Raj Patel, Jean Wharmby, Jean
Smallwood, John Clarke, Pat Mullin, Cllr Taylor, Brian Nichols and Stuart Eyres

79/08 Minutes of the last meeting

Mr Hague and Mr Ryder pointed out that they had sent apologies, but these had not
been recorded. Subject to this change, the minutes were accepted as an accurate
record.

80/08 Matters arising

Mrs Shorrock asked about the monitoring hand hygiene. Mr Presswood and Mrs
Green assured her it was regulated and closely monitored. She was concerned that
on MAAU the alcohol hand rub was not immediately apparent. Mr Dylak to follow up
with the infection control team.

81/08 Chair’s Report

Mr Presswood presented his report, which covered:-

 Changes to Council of Members
 Health Investment in Tameside Update
 Annual Health Check Rating 2007/08
 HCAI



 Dignity in Care
 Annual General Meeting/Annual Meeting of Members

Mr Presswood welcomed Jonathan Lea and John Hallsworth to their first meeting.
He thanked resigning members Barbara Heywood and Hilary Troop for their
contributions.

Mr Presswood went on to speak to all items on his report. He invited Mrs Green to
speak to the HCAI item. Mrs Green said that the Trust had recently noted that the
proportions of MRSA cases in Tameside Hospital were the reverse of that in other
hospitals across the region. If the community rates in Tameside were the Tameside
were the same as other “health economies”, then there would only have been 2 – 3
cases, which, added to the hospital’s 5 cases would place the Trust on trajectory.
The SHA and Department of Health have taken a close interest in these findings,
and acknowledged that the Trust’s position was unusual. Mrs Green said the
implications were to continue to work with the PCT to reduce community cases, and
take every step to minimise risks within the hospital.

82/08 Finance Report

Mrs Green highlighted that the Trust’s position is currently broadly consistent with
the plan submitted to Monitor. She highlighted the main trends in relation to income
and expenditure, particularly in light of the higher than anticipated levels of activity.

Mrs Green assured Council that all indications were that the Trust would meet all
relevant financial targets by the end of the financial year.

In answer to a question from Mr Ryder, Mr Presswood assured Council that the
Trust’s money had been banked prudently and was therefore safe.

83/08 Performance Report

Mrs Green highlighted the generally positive position. The exceptions were MRSA,
for the reasons previously stated and the 18 week referral to treatment time. The
latter had been rated at amber because during November a number of patient
waiting over 18 weeks would be seen, enabling targets to be met in December, when
this becomes mandatory. Mrs Green stressed that small numbers of patients were
involved and that they were waiting only a few days over 18 weeks.

84/08 Council Committees and Reporting Committees

Nominations & Remuneration Committee
It was agreed that the processes had run very well, and would bear repetition in the
future. All present were very satisfied with the appointment of Mr Anderson as Non-
Executive Director.

Marketing & Choice
Mrs Green said the first meeting had gone well and the broad membership of the
group was very helpful. Mrs Shorrock said it was a group with great potential, and all
concerned were working forward to future meetings.

Disability & Equality Working Group



Mr Dylak said he was particularly proud of the website access developments. Mr
Presswood asked to be kept apprised of developments.

85/08 The Trust’s Strategic Direction - presentation

Mrs Green gave a presentation on the Trust's Strategic Direction. She stressed that
at the current time, the ideas contained in the presentation were the Trust's proposed
response to a number of key factors exerting influence on its future direction. The
purpose of the presentation, which had also been given to the Board earlier in the
day, was to test out the Trust's assumptions - mainly whether the right key factors
had been identified, whether the impact of these key factors had been properly
assessed, and whether the proposed response to the key factors was appropriate.
Mrs Green identified four key factors impacting on the Trust - the evolving market,
the economic downturn, the legislative framework and the regulatory framework.
The dimensions of each were described in further detail. To address these context
issues in such a way as to minimise the adverse effects whilst capitalising on the
opportunities, the Trust was proposing a strategic direction, made up of a number of
strategic intentions, each of which was associated with specific responses. Mrs
Green stressed the major threats to the hospital. A district general hospital such as
Tameside Hospital does not have core and non core business. All of its services are
inter-related, and one could not be removed without destabilising another, or
ultimately threatening the viability of the organisation as a whole. The watch word is
very much "use us or lose us", and Mrs Green felt that many people did not
realise that in supporting clinical activity outside the hospital they were diverting
funding away from the hospital. In this context, the Trust has to aim to minimise the
loss of clinical activity to independent sector CATS, which may be achieved through
collaboration, competition, or some combination of both. At the other end of the
scale, the Trust has to seek out and grow new business, which it can do by
repatriating Tameside and Glossop residents who may be obtaining treatment in
places other than Tameside Hospital, developing links with other PCTs, bidding for
service development opportunities, and working with the provider arm of the PCT.
This was without doubt the most important area of the Trust's strategy, and Council
endorsed the view that many members of the public were completely unaware of the
threat to the hospital of the pressures which Mrs Green had described. Mrs Green
went on to talk about some other important strategic intentions, which are very
germane to the main factor. These are to deliver HIT, so that the treatment of each
patient is provided in state of the art facilities by up to the minute staff. There
remains a need to drive efficiency and profitability so that the Trust can compete
effectively and maximise the utilisation of its resources. Finally, the Trust needs to
continue on its trajectory of organisational improvement and effectiveness, which has
implications for the Trust's approach to patient safety, training and education,
information technology and marketing and communications. Mrs Green invited
comments from Council.

All were very happy with the proposed direction and felt it provided a blueprint for the
Trust’s future.

Mrs Shorrock wondered if Tim Riley, Chief Executive of the PCT, should be invited to
a Council of Members’ meeting. Mrs Green said that systems exist for such
meetings and the important thing was to ensure that the Council of Members should
marshal their resources to make their member aware of the realities of the current
situation and the threats they post to the hospital. All agreed this was very
important. The PCT should hear the voice of local people in Tameside and Glossop.



Mrs Shorrock also remarked on the need for positive portrayal of the hospital. Mrs
Green said the membership was more important than the press in this respect.

Dr Matin was very supportive of the proposed developments in Cardiology. Mrs
Green explained that over the next few years some very specialised stroke services
were being set up across the city. This deprives the Trust of some important
opportunities. This illustrates the importance of retaining all services currently
offered.

Mr Taylor noted that press coverage is improving markedly. This was agreed. He
also commented on training for staff, assuring Council that all staff are well trained
for their roles. Mrs Green said we have to be vigilant to the needs of all staff. He
said the Trust has to be prepared to fight to keep their patients. Mrs Green said that
staff will not be allowed to go to ISCATS unless they resign from their Trust posts.

Mr Askew asked who the commissioners are. Mrs Green confirmed that it was the
PCT.

86/08 Any Other Business

i. Mr Dylak had produced a card for use by public and appointed members,
which can be given to people wanting to raise concerns or complaints.
Members were invited to avail themselves of a number.

ii. Mr Askew asked if members could have ID badges. Mr Dylak to arrange,

iii. Mr Dylak gave an update on planned public meetings in Glossop, Ashton and
Mossley.

87/08 Date and time of next meeting

The next meeting will take place on Thursday 12th February 2009 at 12.30, Werneth
House, TGH
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TAMESIDE HOSPITAL NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF MEMBERS
HELD ON THURSDAY 12TH NOVEMBER 2009

Present Position Initials
Mr T Presswood Chairman TP
Mrs B Whiteley Public Member – Glossop BW
Ms L Wade Public Member – Hyde LW
Dr M Matin Public Member – Stalybridge MM
Mr T Askew Public Member – Denton TA
Mrs W Crowther Staff Member - Women’s & Children’s WC
Mrs A Dobson Staff Member - Diagnostics & Therapeutics AD
Mr M Taylor Staff Member – Elective Services MT
Mr M Holden Partnership Member - Consort Healthcare MH
Mrs B Warrington Partnership Member – TMC BW
Mr P Roberts Public Member – Ashton-Under-Lyne PR
Mrs E Shorrock Public Member – Dukinfield ES
Mr B Nichols Public Member – Hyde BN
Mr S Eyers Partnership Member – T3SC SE
Ms C Bradshaw Staff Member – Corporate Services CB

In attendance
Mrs C Green Chief Executive CG
Mr P Dylak Director of Nursing and Executive Lead PD

for Membership

37/09 Apologies for Absence
Apologies were received from Mr J Hallsworth, Mr R Ryder, Mr A Mee and Dr R
Patel. SE wishes to give apologies retrospectively, due to illness. He said he had
not received papers.

38/09 Minutes of the last meeting held on 22nd September 2009
The minutes were approved as an accurate record.

TP asked if members would be happy to begin the meeting at item 7. This was
agreed.

39/09 Annual Members’ Meeting
TP said the AMM had gone very well, and asked that the organising team be
formally thanked. However, in his view the meeting was overshadowed by the fact
that Mrs Knighton had chosen to raise her grievances, preventing the true purpose of
the meeting from being achieved. TP had met with Mrs Knighton after the meeting,
to try to resolve the issue. TP said that Mrs Knighton had accepted that her
behaviour had been inappropriate, although she still felt it was appropriate that she
should have raised the issue in that context. The Chairman concluded the meeting
with Mrs Knighton by stating that for her to continue as a Member of Council, three
conditions should be met. She should:-
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 give an apology to Council of Members
 undergo training
 sign the code of conduct

TP said that under annex 7 of the constitution, the Council of Members could remove
an elected member, provided the cited criteria are met. She had not responded to
any of the Chairman’s conditions, had failed to attend the Council of Members
meeting, and had failed to submit apologies, and had therefore forfeited the right to
representation.

A number of possible approaches were discussed. One view was that a letter
should be sent to Mrs Knighton inviting her to a special meeting of the Council of
Members. It was also noted that Mrs Knighton could be dismissed on the grounds
that she has missed two meetings in succession. CG said that this option was not
reasonable, because the Chair’s meeting and his correspondence was concerned
with the reputation issue, not the failure to attend two meetings.

TP said it was important to consider and discuss the matter fully as any decision has
to be firmly rooted in what the constitution allows and provides for. It was also felt by
a number of members that Mrs Knighton had failed to act as an ambassador for the
Trust.

The council proposed that a five minutes discussion takes place but without TP, CG
and PD being present, in order to reach a decision. CG suggested that PD should
stay to note the proceedings and this was accepted by Council. It was agreed that a
record should be kept of the comments made by each Members, but not minuted.

Council Members then determined to vote on whether Mrs Knighton’s period of
tenure should be terminated. The vote in favour of this course of action was
unanimous.

The Chair and Chief Executive returned to the meeting and were notified of the
decision.

40/09 Matters Arising
a. Council of Members Mortality Seminar – PD said only a few people had

wanted to attend. He was willing to offer the seminar at a different time. CG
said that the hospital’s HMSR, at 119.3 would be one of the highest in the
country. She has invited Professor Brian Jarman to assist the hospital in
dealing with the HSMR issues.

It was agreed the seminar would be reconvened in early January.

41/09 Chair’s Report
TP went through the mains issues in the report which covered:

 Monitor Governance Declaration – Quarter 2 2009/10
 Swine Flu
 Annual Health Check results – 2008/09
 Healthcare Acquired Infections
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 Emergency Care Review and Winter Planning
 Single Equality Scheme
 CBI/Human Capital Awards
 Patient Safety Challenge 2009
 Nursing Times Award
 Apprenticeships
 Non Executive Director Vacancy and Vice Chair of Trust Board

He was particularly pleased to note that the Trust was meeting all key clinical
performance targets.

TP expressed the disappointment of the Trust on not getting an “excellent” for quality
of service. He explained how this had come about, citing the scoring of stroke and
MRSA as the critical factors. There was further discussion about the improved
situation in relation to HCAIs. TP outlined the Trust’s winter plans. TP was pleased
to bring to the awareness of Council the new single equality scheme and a number
of recent successes in national awards.

TP reported progress regarding the Non Executive Director selection process.
Interviews were due to be held in early December, and would include Council of
Members as previously.

TP asked that an appreciation be recorded for the sterling work Mary Black had
undertaken as Non-Executive Director prior to her recent retirement. Mary Black
was also vice-chair, so this has created a secondary vacancy there. He explained
that this could not be filled by a newly appointed NED, and he explained his proposal
that Denise Bates should now became both Vice Chair and Senior Independent
Director (the role described in the recently issued Monitor document). Approval was
given by Council, hence the appointment of Denise Bates.

Finally, Tim Presswood added that Joseph Hague Member for Longdendale had
resigned due to his relocation out of the area.

42/09 Financial Report Quarter 2 (July-September)
CG gave an update on the financial position. Although still not “out of the woods” the
position has improved considerably. There is confidence that the plan put in place
will lead to required recovery. CG reported that good progress is also being made in
relation to the Cost Improvement Programme.

In answer to a question from TA, CG explained that the PCT has a number of
contracts with other organisations to provide services to Tameside and Glossop
residents. She assured the Council that the Trust bids at every relevant opportunity
to develop new or extended services.

43/09 Performance Report Quarter 2 (July-September)
CG gave a brief overview of the report, which gave a very positive appraisal of the
Trust’s performance. LW raised a question about cancelled operations. CG replied
that the Trust’s target is no more than 3 cancellations per month (National target is
about 8/9). During October a number of misfortunes occurred – a piece of
equipment was replaced, and broke down, a consultant was off sick, and a major
electricity cable was severed, hence the higher number. CG stressed that each
patient cancelled was reappointed for surgery very quickly.
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44/09 Council Committee and Reporting Committees
Council Committees

a. Membership Committee – noted
b. Marketing and Choice Committee – noted
c. Equality & Diversity Reference Group – noted

Reporting Committees
d. User Reference Group – noted
e. Disability Equality Working Group – noted
f. Arts Group – noted

45/09 Any Other Business
i. Best Dressed Ward

ES and DW volunteered to participate as judges along with the Trust Chair.

TP wished everyone a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year and closed the
meeting.

46/09 Date and Time of Next Meeting
Tuesday, 9th February 2010, 12.30pm in Werneth House


